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1 Preliminaries

1.1 Physical Considerations

a) Although physical phenomena happen in ordinary real three-dimensional space, some
dynamical information can be described in geometric terms if physical theories are formu-
lated in generalized spaces, in particular, in complex spaces. For example, the scattering
amplitude in momentum space when continued analytically to complex energy and mo-
mentum contains all the information about the bound states of the system. This is the
slow but continuous programme of geometrization of physics ' .

In this work we are interested in complex domains associated with t.he conformal
group of space-time. The homogeneous space V = SU(2,2)/K, K = maximal com-
pact subgroup of the conformal group, is a complex domain with ordinary space time as
its boundary, thus forms an extension of space-time. There is no hermitian symmetric
domain associated with the Lorentz group SL(2,C) (Cartan).

b) Although the conformal group of space-time M4, C(M'1}, has a long history, it goes
back to the symmetries of free Maxwell's equations, it has not yet found a basic perma-
nent place in physics as did the Poinare group of space-time. Bessel-Hagen 2 deduced
early the 15 conservation laws of Maxwell's equations with matter present from the con-
formal group, but the applications beyond that of the conformal symmetry remained
sporadic. The reasons for that is that firstly our basic particle equations (e.g. Dirac
equation) contain phenomenological mass terms which formally break the conformal sym-
metry. Secondly the action of the conformal group on the Minkowski space M4 is singular.
These impediments may change, however. Firstly, the "mass" of quantum particles may
be induced by localized oscillating solutions of the massless, hence conformally invari-
ant, equations, the internal frequency fi of the solution replacing the role of the mass
3. Secondly, instead of the Minkowski space, we may take the compactifir>d Minkowski
space, or the space V = 5(2,2)/A', or the group space S£/(2,2), as the actual physical or
kinematical space, on which the action of the conformal groups is non-singular.

c) The Poincare group of special relativity related to Minkowski-space MA is not powerful
enough to describe fully the fundamental entities of physics, contrary to a generally held
opinion. Wigner's programme of defining elementary particles as unitary irreducible rep-
resentations of the Poincare group is incomplete even for the absolutely stable entities of
physics: electron, neutrino and photon. Thus, electron does not come alone, but always
in the form of an electron-positron complex (e+ -e~)\ for electromagnetic field AM and for
the v — v complex we have to use peculiar indecomposable representations of the Poincare
group; the higher spins in nature occur in sequences and not singly. Furthermore, the
4-complex (e"t>, e+u) enters the weak interactions, and repeats itself at least three times:
(ei/s), (/<«/„), (TI/T).

The conformal group does much better for some of these problems. For example, it
quite naturally accounts for the fact that electron and neutrino occur in pairs *.

d) The conformal group of space-time has been used in physics in at least three different
roles:

(1°) As an (approximate) symmetry in ordinary special relativity when mass effects



can be neglected at high energies,
(2°) As a genuine new and more basic kinematical group replacing the Poincare group

P. It turns out that one can introduce a new conformally invariant mass moo, and trans-
form the usual rest mass m0 together with coordinates under conformal transformations.
This is similar to the situation when the Newtonian mass m is transformed under Lorentz
transformations, but mD is not. With this the conformal group becomes an exact sym-
metry at least in a compactified Minkowski space to avoid the singularities. Then the
conformal group is indeed a more fundamental group than the Poincare group, because
it accounts for the origin of (e+ - <r)-complex and further (ej/)-system. It is the group
of electrodynamics, of Green's functions and of the space of light rays on which really the
electromagnetic interactions should be formulated, for two particles interact only if they
are connected by a light ray.

The conformal group also occurs as a dynamical group of the ubiquitous --interactions
(Coulomb, gravitation, hadrons) but this time as the conformal group in momentum
space. There seems to be a remarkable symmetry between the conformal transformations
in coordinate and momentum spaces.

(3°) Finally, the conformal group plays an important role in understanding the struc-
ture of space and time in the large, in cosmology.

(e) Because an 8-dimensional space is a natural arena for the conformal group, I list the
occurrence of various 8-dimensional spaces in physics to which the action of the comformal
group may be contemplated.

• The 8-dimensional phase space of spinless particles (x",p'').

• The 8-dimensional configuration space of spinning particles ( i " , 0 o ) , where iprl is a

(classical) 8-component spinor.

• Basic stable leptons (for each generation) - the space of two spinors (t/>e,
 Jpv}-

• Conformally invariant Dirac operator must involve 8-component Clifford algebra

D = Fda, o = l . . . 6

related to the linear representation of the conformal group in a 6-dimensional space.

• Configuration space of 2-particles (x^.x^), or center-of-mass and relative coordinates

• Complex Minkowski space, z* = i*1 + iyh, in particular the tube domain of the forward
light-cone.

• The 4-dimensional defining representation of SU{2, 2) acts on the complex space with

hi 2 + N J - |- '3 l '- W2 = invar.

• Coadjoint orbit of the Poincare group.

1.2 Some Mathematical Preliminaries
Originally introduced on physical grounds by nonlinear transformations of space-time
coordinates representing scale and inversion invariants of Maxwell's equations, the con
formal algebra is one of the basic Lie algebras, a real form of Ai ~ A?, i e . isomorphic to
su(2,2), as a real form of su(i) — A$, or to .so(4,2), as a real form of so(C) ~ /Ja.

The different Lie algebra bases used in different applications, which we shall refer to
are

(i) The basis
space,

corresponding to the nonlinear action on the Minkowski

(ii) The 5 0 (4 ,2 ) basis {Lah\,a,b — 1 . . . 6, corresponding to the linear action in a 6
dimensional space,

[Lab,Lad] = igaa Lbi: G = ( + + ),0 = 5 1 2 :S 1 C .

(iii) TheS£/(2,2)-basis .

(iv) The Cartan basis {//,, /•,'„}.

The three Casiinir operators of the conformal group can be written in the /„•„(, basis

C2 = -2 Tr(LGLG)
C3 = c .u r j Lab Lci L'>
n j r in- i i tin

The representations are determined by the eigenvalues of the three Casimir operators.
In addition we need 6 more labels to specify the slates

A,

Dt

Dimension

t{t + 2)

2P-t

Dimension of Cartan
Subalgpbra

t

Additional quantum
numbers

ae - 2)
The total of nine labels can be seen by the Casiinir operators of the subgroup chains:

O ( 6 ) D T 5 ) DO{4) OO(:.$) DO(2)

Number of Casimirs 3 2 2 I 1 —» 9

D( D Bt-x D D,^x D Bt-2 ...B1DD1

or A e D A t - i D A t - 2 ••• A 7 D A { .

For general theorems about complex domains and unitary irreducible representations
that we make use of we refer to Harish-Chandra 6, Godement 7, Helgason 8, Lang-
lands 9 , Cartan 10, Zelobenko " , Wolf 12, Hua 13, Hormander H , Krein 1S'16, Gel'fand
and Naimark 17'18, Klimyk and Vilenkin 19.



For physical purposes the explicit construction of representations of SU(2,2) ~ 5O0(4,2)
were studied by: Graev 20, Esteve and Jona 21, Murai21, Thomas 23, Newton 24, Kihlberg,
Miiller and Halbwachs and Yao 2S, Riihl 26, Limic, Niederle and Raczka 2T, Barut and
Bohm 2S, Angelopoulos M Mack 30, Gross 31, Mack and Todorov 32 Jakobsen and Vergne
33 and Knapp and Speh 34.

2 Action of Conformal Group on the Homogeneous
Space G/K

I now discuss the results of a joint work with Raj Wilson 3S on the explicit construction of
the most general action of the conformal group on the manifold SV'(2,2)/K = Z>, where
K is the maximal compact subgroup, and the explicit construction of the Lie algebra of
G as differential operators.

2.1 Multicomponent Wave Functions Versus Internal Coordi-
nates

One of the motivations is to construct internal coordinates for spin and other quantum
numbers of particles or composite systems.

We recall that angular momentutn operators are differential operators acting on SU(2)j
50(2) ~ S^{6, tp), generators of the rotation group, and lead to integer values of f.. But on
SU(2) the Lie algebra elements as differential operators in terms of Euler angles include
also half integer f-values. However, in relativistic theories for the differential operators
representing the Lie algebra of the Poincare group on A/4, there is no room for internal
coordinates corresponding to spin. For this reason the spin is introduced without reference
to coordinates by using multicomponent functions on M.

This is a very general and fundamental situation in physics: Should one use multicom-
ponent fields to describe internal quantum numbers (spin, isospin, etc.) or should we use
a larger manifold than the Minkowski space-time and only one-component fields. It is
clear that the second direction is more general leading to wider consequences. Consider a
field f(x ), where f are internal coordinates in addition to the space-time coordinates

Expanding the function / ( i " ; f ) around £ = 0,

we see that the coefficients ja,ja0 • • . are multicomponent spinor, vector, tensor, . . . fields
on space-time. If further / satisfies an equation

then by comparing coefficients o f f , one obtains equations for the multicomponent fields.
For example, if

we have

A' ,

The Dirac equation belongs to this example. But clearly one can so obtain other more
general interesting systems.

A limiting case of multicomponent equations is the class of infinite-component wave
equations. For example, let *(X, r) be the wave function of a composite system with
center-of-mass coordinates X and relative coordinates r, and (II(X) + HTCI(T)) <J*(A',r) =
E<b(x, r) is the Hamiltonian, then in a basis of functions t^,(r) of the relative coordinates
we have the equation

where M is an infinite matrix {^>,,Hrei ^i). Another set of important infinite component
wave equations have the form

d
dX"

M

where F", M are oo-dimensional matrices 2.
With this motivation about higher dimensional spaces we now turn to the homoge-

neous space of the conformal group.

2.2 The Homogeneous Space V

The group G is parametrized as follows:

9 = 5(7(2,2)

G = {g e SU(2,2)\g Jo y+= Jo)
(1)

w h e r e a , 0 , - y , S G Mlxi{<V ) a r e c o m p l e x 2 x 2 m a t r i c e s a n d JB = ( J ° V

Graev has shown that G has three conjugacy classes of Cartan subgroups (maximal
ton) generated by Eo, EUE2, and corresponding three principal series of irreducible rep-
resentations dp, £/,,d2. The series d0 is characterized by 3 integer parameters, d, by two
integer and one continuous parameters, and d2 by one integer and two continuous param-
eters.

From unitarity we have
aa+ > /, SS+ > I . (2)

Let Z = <5"'7, then it follows that Z+ = tt~\tf, and consequently

I-Z+Z and I-ZZ+

are hermitian, positive definite matrices, with

d e t ( / - Z+Z) = det(/ -ZZ+) . (3)

The maximal compact subgroup is

o v) '" e f ' + ( 2 ) ' " e f;"(2),clet«dctn = l |
+ « ( . / - ( 2 ) ) . (A)
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The complex domain

A
0} (5)

has many remarkable properties. V

1) i an irreducible homogeneous bounded symmetric space of hyperbolic non-compact

type,

2) is convex,

3) is a domain of holomorphy,

4) has compact closure,

5) has rank 2,

6) contains 5'4,

7) is an 8-dimensional manifold,

8) has a 7-dimensional boundary dV,

9) has a 4-dimensional Silov-boundary S:

(6)i.e. ZeU(2) = S(U(2) x

10) carries a transitive action of G = £{7(2,2),

11) Is the "generalized upper half plane"" and can be mapped one-to-one into the tube
domain,

12) has 6 closed orbits, the only closed one being 5 ,

13) is such that the modulus of every holomorphic function regular in T> and bounded

on V attains it maximum on S.

2.3 Action of G on V
In order to find the action of G on V we need a decomposition of g0 € G in which Z e V
occurs. Then the group law

ggo(Z) s g'(g(Z))

determines the action of g on V by finding the same decomposition of g'.
We can use the two decompositions

(7)

(7')
or,

a f}\_( I OWa 0 \fl Z+\

(a p\_ (I pS-^/a-pZ 0\ (I 0\
\t SJ ~ U / M 0 &)\Z I) '

since Z = S '7 and Z+ = a '/3.

The left action of an element g = f ,, „ J is obtained by taking the product

,_( I Q\(A B\_ ( A B \
9~\Z+ lJ\C D) \ZA-yC ZB + D)

and decomposing it, according to (7')

9 ' = U / J ( 0 ZB + D)\g{Z) I
where

Similarly the right action is obtained from the decomposition of the product

A B\ (1 Z\ (A AZ + B

(S)

(9)

to be

(A B\(I Z\_(A A
\C D/\0 I ) ~ \C CZ + D

g(Z) = (10)

The full group space G = SU{2,'2) can be parainctrizod, in addition to Z 6 T> by two
other 2 x 2 matrices A' and Y with the action of G as follows:

(11)

X - »

Y ~>

Z -> (ZB + D)'l{ZA + C)

where B' is the transposed matrix. Only the first two rows of X and Y ei let as effective
coordinates: j;n,x1 2 and yn,t/i2-

2.4 Determination of Lie-Algebra Differential Operators
Here we determine the generators La(, of the conformal group in the S-coordinates (^iiT^'iiif

The method is as follows:
a) Write down the one-parameter subgroups liab as 6 x 6-matrices coresponding to

"rotations" in the a6-planes by an angle a.

b) Using the homomorphism between 50(4 ,2 ) and .S'f./(2, 2) determine the correspond-
ing 4 x 4-matrices f/ai,(o) for each series of Craev's representations ^0,^1,^2.

c) Express C/OJ(Q) in the form ( , - , , ' , n , ) as in (S).

d) Consider a function ip(X,Y, Z) and transformed function, acording to (11),

V? (X(C+Z + A+)-\ Y(B'Zl + D')-\(ZB + D)~\ZA + C)) .

Because ^ Uab(a)\o-a = (ai, is the four-dimensional representation of the Lie algebra, we
can evaluate explicitly



This is a lengthy computation - we give the results:

d d 3
2 [ dxu

i
Vis ~ H Slu

-u dxu
 T * " dxu " " dy11

, d d
-(*12 + *2i) a— + (.z" ~ J " ' S ^ '

d
aoyu

9

9*2

8z2

+

I, d d d

2 l din WI12 djn

, / d d \ .
-(?12 - «ai) a 1" ^ — + ( Jii + 2̂

— + —

9 d

8 +l(z 9 *

si

"5 l"^l](^
O1/12 Cill

+ ^21^21 - I) -3 ^ 222(2l2 + Jjl ) Q h (jl2 +
(7221 OZ-ii

d

dyu

d

- Ill*2l) Q + ( -

, a
h (-1/12^11 +

h

si

+(l/ll«31 - 1/12̂ 2) a + (-1 +

h ( 1 - ^11 Zii + ^1

) h (

J/l2^12) ~.

•" ̂ 12(^11 - ^22) a

a - «22^1l) 7T + Ull - Zi
OZ21 0Z2?

^45 = T (212*21 + I l l i l l ) ^ + (111^12 + 1-12*23) Tj + ( y i 2 2 l 2 + 2 / l l S l l ) a

a r. ..

+ ¥12222) J. + (1 + ^12221 + ^l l^ l l ) T. + 2Y1[ZU + Z12) -7T-
oyii oz dz

=
OZ21

221^12 + -22222) a + (-11
OZ12

Y C2

(l|)*22 -

lll2*21 - 3/11*22) 7̂  + 2ll(*21 ~

V

CTJ22

)

( - 1 2 + * 2 i )

7,
03-12

- Z12Zl2)

*2]*3l) - 222(22, -

i\r . d d d
- 7 ;K^n*i l - I i 2 * 2 l ) ~ + ( ln -12 - 112*23) a ^ (3/11*11 -2/12*12) TT

' L " ^ n OX12 dyu
, 1 •. 3 d d

+ 1 /̂11*21 - !/l2*22) 7j h (1 - *12*21 + * l l * l l ) Tj Y *12(*11 - 22 2)

1 — *22) 5 + ( ~ 1 + *21i'l2 — *22*22)

l +Il2*2l

a
0*22

( 3 / 1 1 * 2 1 + 3 / 1 2 * 2 2 ) 7^

d
dzn

if d d
- - - in -r I-I127; +911

9 d

*H 77— + 3,2 77— +

7̂
O22

3 Yyu-r,—
dyn dy12
d

(13)

As a special case, for functions <p{X, Y) independent of the *-coordinates, the Lie algebra

9
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can be written in the physicist's favourite boson operator formalism with

.

4 + < 6]

(14)

Lm = ^(a+a + fr+6)

which is similar but different than the other well known realization of the conformal
group used in dynamical aigebra formalism. This aiso shows that X, K-cooruinates may
represent additional internal coordinates of the system, whereas the Z-coordinates are
related to space-time. In order to see this more precisely we introduce new coordinates
related to Z's:

Y4 = - ~ (15)

where K is a scale factor. Then for functions ifi(Z) dependent only on the Z-coordinates,
the Lie algebra can be written in the simple form

Lab = Yada - Ybda; a,b=l...6

where in addition to (15) we have introduced two new coordinates

(16)

y6 = -I«(l+detZ)

in o rder t o l inear ize t h e represen ta t ion . It follows from (15) and (17) t h a t

y? + y% + Yi + K4
2 = n* det Z = V;

2 + Y*

(17)

(18)

10

from which we see tiie 0 (4 ,2) - invariant metric in the V coordinates. In (16) the conjugate
variables are

I l
JC 1

I

1

I

K

—\dzu

( d

\dzn

( d +
\dzn

 +

( d

1

—)

• + Z22
d

dz22
r- ^1

vith

= -del Z =

2.5 Mapping from £> to the Tube Domain T
The tube domain is a complex extension of the forward light cone, the space-time therefore
is its boundary. We map these two 6-diniensional manifolds by the transformation

W =

with the inverse

If we parametrize the coordinates in W as

W = _ I wQ + w3 wl - iw2 \

we obtain

Z)

where V 1 were introduced in Eqs.(15) and (17).
Defining further

(20)

(21)

(22)

we have

•Z)

2

w'3 + < = 4

«det(/+ Z)

detZ

(23)

(24)

11



2.6 Representations of the Group

From the Lie algebra representations we go over to the representations of the group

element g=(9u 9") (see Eq.(12)) by
\ 92\ 9221

Tgtp(X,Y,Z) =

For fixed Y, Z : f(X) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree ft, in i n ,
For fixed X, Z ; f>(Y) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree fi2 in yiu
For fixed X, Y : ip(Z) is holomorphic in V.
Then we can expand tp(XYZ) as follows

We see again here the appearance of multicomponent (or multipole) fields over "space-
time" coordinates labelled by the internal quantum numbers.

3 Discussion
Most physical applications of the conformal group have made use of the simple degenerate
representations with one or two of the Casimir operators vanishing. On the other hand,
the most general representations of the Lie algebra and the groap we have discussed
here involve nine quantum numbers. As we have discussed, we believe these should be
significant in the description of quantum systems with space-time and internal quantum
numbers. The Lie algebra representation in the 8-dimensional homogeneous space that
we have exhibited is quite rich in this respect.

For composite system, e.g. a system of two particles, the conformal group can be
applied as an external group to the center-of-mass coordinates, also as an internal group
to the relative coordinates. It turns out that the action of the conformal group in the
relative coordinates is in the relative momentum space. This is the well-known momentum
space conformal group representations which accounts, for example, for all states of the
//-atom, showing the remarkable geometry of the Kepler problem. Quite generally, the
requirement that the coordinates of each particle as well as the center-of-mass coordinates
lie on the 5-dimensional cone, Eq.(18), leads almost on kinematical grounds, to nontrivial
discrete mass spectra for the composite system x . This theory can now be generalized to
other systems with the present more general representations.
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